
SGDA COVID-19 SAFE PROCEDURES 

We are retuning as a COVID-Safe Business, this ultimately means that there are a number 
of procedures we have had to put in place for the protection of out staff, students, adults, 
venue and the wider community. Your cooperation with these procedures is vital for us to 

be allowed to run classes. 

Our venue, the Firs School, will be monitoring parent and student adherence to the 
procedures put in place, if any of the procedures are broken by even one member this 

jeopardises and violates our venue contract. 

On the face of it these procedures seem very strict, but they have to be… it is the only 
option right now. We know that it is going to take some getting used to but I really believe 

that everyone will be fully supportive and cooperative with these changes. 

Please rest assured that our priority is everyone’s safety, the dancer’s mental well-being 
and that we continue to provide excellent dance training to all of our youngsters despite 

everything that is going on around us. 

There will be an SGDA Staff member on the door before every class. As you can imagine 
this is a military operation. All of our staff are fully trained with procedures please trust that 

we will do the best for your child and everything will be explained in full to them when they 
are inside, if you have any queries please email Mrs Day instead of asking upon arrival as 

unfortunately we will be unable to advise on the day. 

We know that everyone is going to be so happy to see each other… here is the hardest 
request… please do not break the social distancing guidelines, please no hugs between 

students or adults. It has been the longest few months getting everything in place to return 
to classes, we have gone above and beyond to ensure that your child is safe, so please 

support us in this regard and emphasise the importance of this to your dancer; especially 
the Elite students. Social distancing cannot be broken. 



Procedure

No changing facilities on-site - Dancers are to arrive pre-changed, wearing a tracksuit/
waterproof light layers over the top

One-way system - Entrance is through the green gate immediately on the left 
as you come through the school drive 

- Exit, follow the one-way system around the school and exit 
via the small green gate 

ALL WILL BE SIGN POSTED

Masks must be worn by over 11’s - Adults and over 11’s must be wearing a mask whilst on-site 
- Over 11’s may remove their mask when they are inside the 

studio and on their allocated square, should they so wish. 
During jumps and high energy exercises over 11’s will be 
required to wear a mask

Arrival point - The main hall door

X1 Adult must accompany 
dancer whilst waiting for entry to 
building

- Siblings/extra adults are not permitted on-site (this is being 
monitored by the venue) 

- One adult must queue with their dancer, abiding by the 
social distancing markers whilst they await their temperature 
check and are given access to the building at their 
allocated time

Wet weather - Unfortunately due to restrictions dancers will still have to 
queue outside until their allocated class entry time, even in 
wet weather. Please come prepared and bring waterproofs 
and large umbrellas. 

- Large or wet coats and umbrellas are to be taken away by 
the adult as we do not have space to store these in the 
studio.

Allocated entry times - Your child’s allocated entry time is the start time of their class, 
as timetabled.  

- You must only arrive on-site 5 mins prior to their entry time

Temperature checks - We are only permitted to grant access to the building to 
dancers who have a temperature reading  of = 37.4 Celsius 
or under 

- Any dancers with a temperature reading more than 37.4 
Celsius must leave the premises immediately 

- It would be advisable to take your child’s temperature before 
leaving for classes, this will enable them to join us on Zoom 
should their temperature be too high for access to the 
building



Thank you all so much for your cooperation and support.

No additional personal 
belongings to be brought inside 
the building

- Dancers will be allocated a numbered box which correlates 
to their numbered square. They will be required to put their 
outdoor shoes and additional dance shoes into their box 
which will remain at the back of the studio. 

- Due to restricted space dancers are to only bring the items 
they require for their classes with them, please no large dance 
bags containing all of their kit.

Small drawstring bag or carrier 
bag for dance shoes

- If dancers are staying for multiple sessions they must bring their 
additional shoes only, in a small drawstring or carrier bag

Pick-up point - This is at the end of the one-way system, the fire exit closest to 
the green gate

Allocated collection times - Your child’s collection time is the class end time as 
scheduled on the timetable.  

- 1 Adult only per dancer pick up (no siblings) social distancing 
must be adhered to 

- Please queue on the social distancing white markers when 
waiting to collect your child 

- We cannot accommodate any late pick ups, we are very 
restricted as to how many people we can have inside the 
building at any one time. 

- Elite dancers do not need an adult to collect them from the 
door

Adults on standby - Adults must always have a phone to hand whilst their dancer 
is in class. 

- If a dancer shows symptoms ( 2 coughing episodes per class 
counts as symptoms) they will be removed from the class and 
will wait socially distanced from an SGDA staff member, whilst 
their adult is called for immediate pick-up

Tiny Toes - Please await further guidance

Procedure


